Abstract: The Google Book Search Library Project, in which millions of books from libraries will be scanned and made searchable on the Web, has led to controversy and legal action. Publishers are suing Google for copyright infringement, while Google claims their use falls under the fair use privilege of the Copyright Act. An overview of the library project is followed by an examination of the controversy and a look at the beta program in practice.

Introduction

Dear colleagues,
I would like to know your opinion about free access to full-text documents.
It's a good thing. Next question? Roy¹

Roy Tennant’s succinct answer to a question posed on the Digital Libraries listserv represents what many feel about the increasingly common digitization of print materials. Likewise, Google, an innovator in information discovery, announced that it would begin scanning books in library collections “to make the world of books more discoverable.”² Since then, there has been a barrage of good and bad press, numerous complaints, many glorifications, and two lawsuits. Although Google is not providing full-text documents for items still under copyright but is making them searchable and retrievable, there has been, nonetheless, a heated debate over the legality and ethics of what most would deem to be a “good thing.”

About the Program

In support of Google’s mission to “organize the world’s information,” the Google Book Search program is designed to digitize printed book content so that it may be searched and retrieved via Google’s search engine.³ The program has two facets—one that involves publishers, which has not been controversial, and one that involves libraries, which has.
In the publisher program, publishers can either provide a hard copy of a book that Google scans at no charge, or they can supply books in a digital format. Authors can also supply books, as long as they are the copyright holders. Google then indexes the content and allows the full text to be searched online. Google advertises this program as “a free worldwide sales and marketing system.”

The publisher program had been in existence for many months before Google announced its library program. Five libraries were asked to participate, and there are no plans at this time to involve other collections. Libraries loan books to Google for scanning, and, in return, they receive a digital copy. Publishers expressed surprise at the project and concern over the lawfulness of Google scanning library books that were still in copyright, as well as Google supplying the library with digital versions of books.

The University of Michigan has committed to allowing Google to scan its entire print and journal collection. In exchange, Michigan will receive image and OCR files. Of the five libraries in the project, Michigan is the only one to publicly disclose, under Michigan’s Freedom of Information Act, its contractual agreement with Google. Stanford University and Harvard University are participants as well, though neither library has committed to scanning its entire collection. The pilot projects at these universities included some in-copyright works, and the larger projects are initially focusing primarily on public domain materials. Both Oxford University and the New York Public Library have committed to only a subset of books, all in the public domain. In Oxford’s case, because of the United Kingdom’s copyright laws, these books are all published before 1885. Stanford, Harvard, and the University of Michigan have explicitly announced their intention to abide by copyright law.

It is estimated that Google is spending 200 million dollars on the library program. Despite a 26 billion dollar endowment, even Harvard University could not imagine funding such a project for its collection. Sidney Verba, director of the University Library, confessed, “I didn’t think it could be done by anyone, including Google.”

Display of Search Results

The display of Google Book Search results varies depending on the source of the material and its possible copyright status. All search results display metadata and links to purchase the book. In cases of out-of-print materials, these links may connect to suppliers such as Alibris and Froogle. For books supplied by libraries, the metadata displayed is relatively sparse and appears to include only title, author, publisher, publication date, and pagination. Some books supplied through the publisher program appear to additionally include a general subject assignment, dimensions, format (for example, paperback), and ISBN. Metadata for publishers’ books are obtained from third party vendors.

If books were submitted through the publisher program, users can see a full page, browse backward and forward two pages, but never see more than 20 percent of a book in any given month. Books supplied through the library program and published after
1922 will be treated as in copyright unless otherwise known. This cutoff date applies to users in the United States. For these books, users can only see three snippets per search, with each snippet not containing more than four or five lines of text. Since each snippet is a standard height, about 75 pixels, books with larger font reveal fewer lines of text. Books published before 1922 are treated as public domain material and can be browsed in their entirety.

In either copyright scenario (publisher permission versus library program), users must log in and are monitored so that viewing limits can be enforced. In addition, a set of pages in every book still under copyright is unavailable to all users unless explicitly permitted by the copyright owner. These pages do not display any text and are marked by a large yellow box reading “restricted page.”

Google earns revenue through “contextually targeted ads,” though ads only display for books submitted as part of the publisher program and with publisher permission. These earnings are shared with publishers, who receive the majority of the resulting revenue. No ads are placed on books scanned from libraries.

Opt Out

In the summer of 2005, after complaints from copyright holders that Google did not ask their permission to scan books from libraries, Google announced a new opt-out policy and indicated that it would pause library scanning until November to allow publishers to consider the new policy. The policy allows copyright holders to upload a list of titles that they do not want scanned as part of the library project. When Google encounters these titles in a library, they will not scan them.

Opponents declared that “permitting publishers to ‘opt out’ is not an acceptable substitute for proper licensing in the first place.” One author of over 900 books, Jacob Neusner, claimed that Google insisted he fill out a separate form for each of his books. His publisher, Rowman & Littfield, supported him by insisting Google remove all of their books as well. One publisher points out a significant problem with this opt-out plan: “The absence of any knowledge about what the collections of the participating libraries contain, and Google—again until very recently—refused to provide that information, [posed] for us the daunting task of researching the rights for every title on our backlist not already licensed through the Publisher Program.”

Those publishers who do not oppose the library project can let Google know which books they would like added to the account they already have via the publisher program. When one of their books is scanned at a library, the same links that apply to books submitted via the publisher program will apply to the book obtained from the library. That is, users will see a publisher-chosen link to where the book can be purchased and targeted ads for which publishers will share in the revenue.

Lawsuits

Despite Google’s opinion that “any copyright holder can easily exclude their titles from Google Print—no lawsuit is required,” lawsuits were filed. In September of 2005 the Author’s Guild filed a suit against Google claiming copyright infringement and finan-
cial damages.\textsuperscript{25} In October, the Association for American Publishers (AAP) filed suit claiming the same.\textsuperscript{26} Google maintains that their program conforms with the meaning of copyright law and that it enhances the value of each copyright.\textsuperscript{27} In his article “Leggo my Ego,” Tim Wu eloquently captures the debate: “One side trumpets the culture of authorial exposure, the other urges the culture of authorial control.”\textsuperscript{28} Lawrence Lessig admits that “it is not at all clear that Google and these libraries have the legal right to do what is proposed,” but on the other hand “[content owners] simply want to be paid for the innovations of someone else.”\textsuperscript{29} Other copyright owners “find the Guild’s position to be exactly backward.”\textsuperscript{30}

Some of the arguments equate the project with theft, with Pat Schroeder, president of the American Association of Publishers (AAP) and former congresswoman, describing the project as “intellectual embezzlement.”\textsuperscript{31} The complaint filed by five publishers from the AAP cites “continuing, irreparable and imminent harm that Publishers are suffering, will continue to suffer and expect to suffer due to Google’s willful infringement.”\textsuperscript{32} The filing reminds the court that publishers rely, in order to make a profit, on “licensing fees received for granting permission to make copies.”\textsuperscript{33} The Association of American University Presses (AAUP) called the project “an appropriation of property for commercial use.”\textsuperscript{34}

Irrespective of market effects, many publishers are outraged on principle. They consider it “unfair and arrogant and disrespectful” that Google is digitizing without permission.\textsuperscript{35} The position statement from the Association of Learned and Professional Society Publishers (ALPSP) declares that they are opposed to the project because “the fact remains that copying on such a scale is in clear contravention of copyright law and is not covered by any exception in any relevant legislation.”\textsuperscript{36} Likewise, the AAUP believes that Google does not have a right to digitize the material, and that act in itself is violation of copyright, whatever the financial considerations.\textsuperscript{37}

Confident that both actions, scanning the books and displaying snippets, fall within the scope of the fair use privilege, Google announced at the end of October that it would resume scanning at libraries.\textsuperscript{38}

### Four Factors

Fair use is determined by considering four factors: the purpose and character of the use, the nature of the work, the amount used in relation to the whole, and the effect upon the potential market value of the copyrighted work. There is no simple formula, and courts weigh the factors involved to determine whether a particular use is fair.\textsuperscript{39}

**Purpose and Character**

Many of the objections to the library project focus on the idea that Google will make money from others’ work. “Google’s intent with these programs is to make even more money. It earns 99\% of its considerable revenue from the sale of advertising on its search engine.
Can it be so greedy that it seeks to bolster its profits by freely exploiting the rights of publishers and authors?\(^\text{40}\)

Although publishers “charge that Google is infringing copyright to ‘further its own commercial purposes,’”\(^\text{41}\) “most of the cases in which courts have found unlicensed uses of copyrighted works to be fair have involved projects designed to make money, including some that actually have.”\(^\text{42}\) Simply because a use is commercial does not mean it is not a fair use. Furthermore, “because Google does not profit from the sale of any books, it is not highly exploitative.”\(^\text{43}\)

If the use of a work is sufficiently transformative, that will weigh in favor of fair use.\(^\text{44}\) Google’s use could be considered transformative because the functionality they provide is unavailable in the print version, and this expression does not supplant the original.\(^\text{45}\) Libraries do not need permission to create a card catalog, “neither should Google or other search engines be required to when they create an improved digital equivalent.”\(^\text{46}\) The University of Michigan believes Google’s use is critically transformative in the modern era.\(^\text{47}\)

Kelly v. Arriba Soft has been widely cited as a precedent, wherein a search engine’s creation of thumbnails based on copyrighted images was deemed fair use because it was not highly exploitative.\(^\text{48}\) The AAUP pointed out, though, that there is a countervailing decision in Video Pipeline, Inc. v. Buena Vista Home Entertainment, Inc.\(^\text{49}\) In this case, a company compiled two-minute clips of movies in order to give customers an idea of what the movies were about. The court ruled against them because these clips could serve as substitutes for the original Disney copyrighted derivatives (the previews), and the transformative quantity was so small it did not weigh sufficiently for fair use.\(^\text{50}\)

Sanford Thatcher does not believe Google’s use is transformative because it is not a creative use of the original content in a value-added process. It is merely a “purely duplicative process that is no more than a form of parasitical publishing.”\(^\text{51}\)

**Nature of Work**

The AAUP was the only group to point out that copyright laws vary based on the nature of the work in question. They asked of Google, “What is your argument to justify treating books of haiku, dictionaries, novels, collections of letters…as identical so that they can all fall under the same four factors analysis?”\(^\text{52}\)

A plaintiff in one of the lawsuits against Google is former Poet Laureate of the United States Daniel Hoffman.\(^\text{53}\) One of his compilations was provided to Google through the publisher program; and because most poems are one page or less, a combination of searching within the book and browsing two pages back and forth for each hit makes it possible to view almost 30 poems in their entirety (the entire book is 248 pages).

None of the documentation on the library project makes any distinction between factual or highly creative works, one of the factors considered in fair use analyses.

None of the documentation on the library project makes any distinction between factual or highly creative works, one of the factors considered in fair use analyses.
Amount

Google has been specific that at no time will a user be able to view more than 20 percent of a book provided through the publisher program, as specified in their contractual arrangement. Users will only see a few sentences of works obtained through the library program for works that may not be in the public domain. This falls well within fair use guidelines in terms of amount of work displayed. Many opponents focus on the fact that the entire work is digitized in the process of creating the derivative product—Google’s index.

Market

 Supporters of the project argue that print books will not be supplanted, and “without question, the Print Library Project will increase the demand for some books.”54 “When Cardinal Ratzinger became pope, millions of people who searched his name saw the Google Print listing for his book In the Beginning...in their results. Thousands of them looked at a page or two from the book; clicks on the title’s ‘Buy this Book’ links increased tenfold.”55

When Amazon introduced their Search Inside the Book product, there was a 9 percent increase in sales for books that were enabled with full-text searching. “This is no surprise, considering the fact that ‘Search Inside’ shows shoppers many books that they would never have considered—or even known of—otherwise.”56 In fact, “if the Amazon statistics are any guide, the market for books that are not even sold in the average bookstore is larger than the market for those that are.”57 This suggests that discovering books through the Google Books Library Project would create an expanded market. Google and others firmly believe this and feel that this is what copyright law was designed to do.58

Similar evidence comes from OCLC’s Open WorldCat program. When the first two million records from WorldCat were made available for open searching on the Web, statistics from search engines were in the millions per month, more than OCLC had ever seen. In addition, 8 percent of these clicked for library holding information, “at the rate of hundreds of thousands each month.”59 OCLC reports that 83 percent of users who arrive at a “find in a library” link in a search engine end up in a library’s online catalog.60 It is not a far leap to suggest that search engines with full-text indexes of books, as opposed to only metadata, would lead to more discovery and more purchases.

One publisher representative has confirmed that “publishers have been pleased with the increased hits although, as far as we are aware, actual sales have not increased dramatically.”61 Another publisher, however, feels that he “can predict with confidence that online-search capabilities will boost book sales: A university press that joins Google will find itself using ‘print-on-demand’ technology to fill orders from its backlist for that 1958 tome on the Maginot Line that it never dreamed would have a life in the 21st century.”62

Book sales are only one factor in a market effect analysis of the project. The lawsuit filed by McGraw-Hill et al. claims that “Google’s continuing and future infringements are likely to usurp Publishers’ present and future business relationships and opportunities for the digital copying, archiving, search and public display of their works.”63
Google’s acts are preempting copyright holders from licensing their books to search engines for indexing. The fact, though, that most large copyright holders participate in Google’s publisher program in the absence of any license fee, “negates the notion that a commercial harm is occurring.”

For the majority of works in the library project, there is no market on which this project could have a negative effect. That is, for orphan works, “awarding the right to the copyright owner will not lead to fruitful negotiations or any negotiations at all. . . . No market can form around this right if it belongs to someone who is either dead and buried or who does not know or care that he has the right.”

Analysis

“It’s unlikely that either side will win this case on the strength of a fair use analysis regardless of how subtle, clever or even brilliant it may be.” This is because judges make their decision based on other criteria and then report that decision within the four-factor framework.

The question will come down to “whether the public service will outweigh the commercial exploitation.” The terrifying precedent for publishers is that “if Google can do this, anyone can do this.” Whether their intent or not, Google is taking up the cause of many groups whose “ability to communicate effectively is being restricted by an overly rigid approach to copyright compliance, and [the] public suffers as a result.” Jessica Litman notes that, historically, copyright owners have never had rights “as expansive as those that they have recently argued were their due.” She suggests that reproduction is no longer an appropriate way to measure infringement because of the centrality of copying in digital technology.

Library Copies

Google has indicated that “each library will receive a digital copy of every book we scan at their specific library. This was a precondition of digitization, in order to help each library fulfill their mission to archive and preserve knowledge in all forms. Each library will treat their copies in accordance with copyright law.” The existence of the library copy is clearly not covered by the library exemption of the Copyright Act. Libraries can only defend themselves by creating a transformative use of the work, “to build on and reconceive vital library services for the new millennium.”

Publishers fear that “there is no control over how the library or others who gain access to this digital copy can use what Google has given them.” Both the University of Michigan and Stanford University have been explicit that their use will fall within fair use, and Harvard stated that “those second copies will be used only for archiving and preservation, in keeping with a research library’s charter. …We think and hope it is legally the appropriate approach.” This is not reassuring to some publishers, who fear that a library’s idea of fair use “nowadays may well mean deposit in an e-reserve system that functions as a coursepack-producing facility.”
Litman’s declaration that “copyright today is less about incentives or compensation than it is about control” was confirmed by Sally Morris of ALPSP who stated: “We shall also be recommending (as suggested by Google) that [publishers] can protect both in- and out-of-copyright print and electronic works by placing them in the Google Print for Publishers program.” Perhaps this was a slip on her part, for why would publishers feel the need to “protect” out-of-copyright works? Denise Troll Covey discovered that there is at least one publisher who, if asked, will deny permission to digitize works even when they are no longer copyright protected.

Orphans

Barbara Quint states, “Experts estimate that 80 percent of books in copyright fall into the ‘orphan’ category.” If this estimate is even near accurate, then obeying the publishers’ request to ask for permission before digitizing would mean that most printed works from 1923 to the introduction of born-digital materials would never be digitized because permission could never be obtained. Congress is making efforts to resolve the problem of orphan works, however, not only is congressional action “a wild card,” but Congress [also] lacks the interest, expertise, and institutional memory to represent the public on this particular project, and has found significant political benefits in deferring to the interests the legislation affects. Thus, what Congress has done more often than not is delegate the job of coming up with legislation to interested private parties, which is how the statute got so long and convoluted in the first place.

As for the holdings of the five participating libraries, estimates suggest that more than 80 percent of the collections are still in copyright. Using the estimate cited earlier that 80 percent of books in copyright are orphans, the large majority of copyrighted works in these libraries would never be digitized if the policy were to avoid liability. Google is taking on a “copyright system [that] thus denies public access to these orphan works, without creating any countervailing benefit either to authors or the public at large.”

Carnegie Mellon’s recent study on obtaining permission to digitize and fully display books showed that “ultimately, 21 percent of the publishers, accounting for 19 percent of the titles in the sample, could not be located,” and another third did not respond. In their random sample feasibility study, “a crude, retrospective speculation about the transaction cost…is roughly $200 per title for which permission was granted.” Permission was granted for approximately 25 percent of the sample. Lavoie calculates that 80 percent of the 10.5 million unique books in the combined collections of the five libraries participating in Google’s project are still in copyright. If, as in Carnegie Mellon’s project, permission could be obtained for one-quarter of these books, and the rough transaction cost is $200 per title, then the Google project would equate to a 420 million dollar effort to determine the copyright status and obtain permission from
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disputes the right of copyright owners. Extrapolating further, if permission for all works could be obtained, the transaction cost would be 1.7 billion dollars before digitization even began.

Furthermore, “the law does not protect an individual who conducts a good faith search for a copyright holder, but cannot find him. If the individual uses the work, and the copyright holder resurfaces, the user is subject to the full panoply of penalties the copyright law provides.” 99 It is not shocking, therefore, that many online digital library collections focus on the nineteenth century and earlier.

**Discrepancy, Hypocrisy, and Hyperbole**

*On The Publisher’s Side*

There has been significant misinformation published regarding the Google Book Search Program, and even the lawsuit supported by the AAP contains, to the laywoman’s eye, discrepancies. “There is no principled distinction between the Google Print Program for Publishers and the Google Library Project, with respect to… the public accessibility and display of the copied works. The only distinction is Google’s decision not to seek permission for books included.”92 The appendix to the complaint, though, contains screen shots from Google’s domain showing precisely what the distinction is between “public accessibility and display” for a book submitted by a publisher and a book from the library program.93 The images in the complaint explicitly reveal that a book in the publisher program will display “a full page and a few pages on either side,” whereas the library program books reveal “a few short sentences of text around your search term.”94

As for publishers’ exception to Google’s opt-out policy, letters sent to 209 publishers as part of the Carnegie Mellon study included the statement: “If we do not receive a response from you within 60 days of mailing this letter, we will assume that you have granted permission to digitize the book and offer it free to read by anyone on the Internet.”95 Although Carnegie Mellon had no intention of digitizing books without permission, only one publisher out of 209 commented on this approach.96

As late as a year after the launch of the Google Book Search beta, Pat Schroeder of the AAP was still getting facts wrong regarding the library project. “[Google] plans to scan the entire contents of the Stanford, Harvard and University of Michigan libraries and make what it calls ‘snippets’ of the works available online, for free.”97 As previously indicated, only the University of Michigan has committed their entire collection to the project. She also stated that “the creators and owners of these copyrighted works will not be compensated, nor has Google defined what a ‘snippet’ is: A paragraph? A page? A chapter? A whole book? Meanwhile Google will gain a huge new revenue stream by selling ad space on library search results.”98 The University of Michigan has documents dating back to 2004 that clearly define what a snippet is, and Google has specified that there will be no ads next to search results from library books.99

Many publishers have expressed praise for the approach taken by the Open Content Alliance (OCA), which seeks permission before digitizing books. Yahoo, an OCA participant, will perform the full-text searching and indexing. “Yahoo could make money on the project indirectly if the digitized books can attract people to Yahoo’s site.”100 In the OCA project, there is no arrangement for publishers to receive any revenue from the use of their books, whereas in the Google program, the arrangement is for publishers
to receive revenues from contextually targeted ads placed with their permission. Why do opponents decry Google’s ads, which will benefit copyright owners as well, but not ads from other search engines from which they will not share the profit?

**On Google’s Side**

If Google is intent on information discovery, why do they not attribute the library or libraries from which the book was scanned? Many libraries have no holdings in OCLC for older books, which means that the “find in a library” link will not lead users to accurate holdings. For some books, all a user will see is “from the Google Books Library Project.” For example, the book *Rules for a Dictionary Catalogue* by Charles Ammi Cutter can be viewed in its entirety, but there is neither a link to locate it in a library nor any indication of where the book was obtained. Browsing to page two, though, reveals a stamp indicating that the book belongs to the New York Public Library through the Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations. For many of the library books that are fully browsable, it is eventually possible to discover what library provided the print copy through attributions in bookplates, stamps, and embossments. If the library book is in copyright and displayed in snippet form, then this front and back matter will not be available.

Google has indicated that ads will not appear alongside books scanned from libraries and that they will share the revenue from ads that appear alongside books from the publisher program. Who earns the money from ads on the main search results page, where books from multiple publishers and libraries are listed in short form? Here Google’s assurances are somewhat misleading, as ads do appear alongside library books if they appear on the main results page. Ads do not appear only when the “search within this book” function is used on a library book.

The founders of Google themselves have questioned the intentions of “advertising funded search engines” because they are “inherently biased towards the advertisers and away from the needs of the consumers. …The issue of advertising causes enough mixed incentives that it is crucial to have a competitive search engine that is transparent and in the academic realm.”

**On Both Sides**

Publishers sign an agreement with Google allowing them to digitize “all text, images, photographs, illustrations and all material and artwork on the book jackets and covers.” Do publishers always own the copyright for this material? Covey estimated that 11 percent of books in her study had complicated third-party copyright ownership due to charts, illustrations, and so on. One book in the Google Book Search beta, *Way of the Peaceful Warrior*, lists the author as the copyright owner, contains credits for a cover artist and a designer, and indicates the book was published in a joint venture between two companies. Is it clear, even to them, who has the authorization to permit digitiza-
tion? In the Tasini case, the *New York Times* ended up at the Supreme Court before it was determined that they did not always have authorization to license their content. What are the chances book publishers would not at times make the same mistake? There is evidence that for some books precautions have been taken not to display images, particularly with children’s books in which users will see a white page reading only “copyrighted image.”

**Beta in Practice**

Although Google Book Search is a very exciting tool even in its beta version, there are some areas that do not function well. The most notable and significant problem is that numerous non-copyrighted books are restricted. For example, the *WIPO Copyright Treaties Implementation Act* by the House Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property is displayed in snippet form. This is the case for most works published by Congress after 1922, even though works by the U.S. Government are not eligible for U.S. copyright protection.

A less obvious problem comes from occasional errors in book metadata. A search for the title *Statistics on Vegetable (sic) Oils and Allied Products* reveals snippets that show that *vegetable* is spelled correctly on the cover and title page, but the bibliographic information displayed for the book lists the title with the misspelling. A search for *vegetable* within the book yields no results. According to WorldCat, the New York Public Library is the only one of the five Google libraries with this book, but *vegetable* does not appear anywhere in the bibliographic description in CATNYP (the NYPL online catalog). A search for this title in the catalogs of the other four libraries reveals that this error stemmed from Stanford’s bibliographic record. Google’s emphasis, though, is on resource discovery not resource description; and, because the text is searchable, the item can be retrieved with either spelling.

Google has stated that each book from the library project will be displayed with a “find this book in a library” link. It is extremely easy to find examples for which this is not the case, namely for books without ISBNs. Google has acknowledged this problem, and while they work on fixing it, at least one user has distributed his own solution in the form of a script for the Firefox Web browser. It is unfortunate that Google will not display the “find this book in a library” link for books provided via the publisher program, but luckily the hacker community has provided an alternative.

As for targeted ads, they are as non-intrusive as ads on Google’s Web search engine, and they appear to have improved somewhat over time in terms of their targeted nature. For example, in November 2005, an ad for laser hair removal was being shown alongside Sidney Verba’s *Participation and Political Equality*. By April 2006, the ads included links to a Web directory, free phone ring tones, and a site to buy college essays.

There are some books with partial or bad images, such as *Plaidoyes de Mre Loys Servin* or *Oxford Book of English Verse, 1250–1900*, though each page includes a link beneath it allowing users to report a problem. For other books, the text is too small to be read, and the image cannot be magnified. In some cases, it is not clear what version of a book was scanned. *The Three English Brothers: Sir Thomas Sherley His Travels, with His Three Yeares Imprisonment*… is listed in Google Book Search with a publication date of 1607.
Google, in fact, did not digitize a book from 1607, which a user can discover by linking the call number that appears on one of the images with a book held in the Harvard College Library. An inspection of the physical book reveals that it is a photostat copy. Coincidentally, this book is part of the Early English Books Online collection in both image and full-text form, which could allow for a comparison of Google’s full-text searching although this Old English example might be an unfair basis for evaluation.

In addition, book navigation leaves something to be desired. For the book discussed above, page one is displayed by default, but the numbering is incorrect, and it is necessary to scroll backward from what is marked as page cxcv to get to the title page. The only other way to start at the title page is to search within the book for the title and click on the first result. On a positive note, search terms are highlighted in yellow in the text, and a number of books have hyperlinked tables of contents.

The most disheartening aspect of Google Book Search is its failure to make use of the bibliographic metadata available for library books. It was shown earlier that Google uses title data from library catalogs—why stop there? They label the library project as an “enhanced card catalog of the world’s books,” but it makes no use of the power and value of controlled vocabularies, descriptive standards, and other tools of the library profession. What is particularly exciting is the potential future in which the retrieval capabilities and relevancy ranking of search engines in a full-text environment are combined with traditional methods of information organization.

Conclusion

“One thing is clear in looking at the Google library digitization; it is a project that excites people with its possibilities, a result that seems to fit in well with the spirit of innovation that the copyright laws are meant to protect, and not something the law or its application should obstruct.” Unfortunately, there are those who feel that fair use is an “obsolete privilege” and a “doctrine that has outlived much of its usefulness.”

They argue that modern technology has minimized the transaction costs of licensing works and enabled digital rights management (DRM), so there is no longer a defense for using a work without the explicit permission of the copyright owner.

An argument for DRM in theory is quite different from DRM in practice. Sony BMG’s efforts in DRM have resulted in a class action lawsuit against them. The technology they used on CDs monitors users’ listening and installs “undisclosed and in some cases hidden files on users’ computers that can expose users to malicious attacks by third parties, all without appropriate notice and consent from purchasers.” This is an example of a copyright owner whose efforts at control have infringed on users’ fundamental right to privacy.

Brewster Kahle has argued that copyright in its current form is unconstitutional, but so far these arguments have not succeeded in court. As long as they continue to fail, even a noble visionary like Mr. Kahle will be forced to have a free library of open-access works in which most content was published before most of its users’ parents were born.

In its “marvelous, if imperfect” way, Google has used the legal system in such a clever manner that no one is really getting hurt, and everyone is better off.
thors, “obscurity is a far greater threat…than copyright infringement, or even outright piracy.”114 As for users and libraries, “[Google’s] model is more likely to help more people find library resources and publishers’ works than anything else on the horizon.”115

Michael Gorman, president of the American Library Association, has been one of the few critics from the library community. He fears that the project will only increase the number of undergraduates who think all their research can be done in Google.116 If Google continues to digitize library holdings and enhances Google Scholar, then it may be that undergraduates can do all their research in Google, at least as a means of discovery. Would that be that bad? A generation of students who have the ability to perform full-text searching of centuries of material from around the world will have the potential to discover information that earlier generations never knew existed.

As far as Google is concerned, they “look forward to the day that the program’s opponents marvel at the fact that they actually tried to stop an innovation that, by making books as easy to find as web pages, brought their works to the attention of a vast new global audience.”117

Corinna Baksik is systems librarian, Harvard University Library, Cambridge, MA; she may be contacted via e-mail at: corinna_baksik@harvard.edu.
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